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Unless otherwise noted, images in this article are photographs by btr
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brain would be placed. It could be a pot from a Sichuan hot pot restaurant.

word. For example, btr could mean “be the ren”; Or
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2. To be familiar and have a passion for words with multiple meanings
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both noun and verbs—a kind of multi-state of language. For
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example, xin ( ⟥ ) can mean to believe or a letter; mao ( 桨 ) means
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painting and the action of painting. Puns and ambiguous phrases
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a cat or to arch one’s back like a cat; and hua ( 氻 ) can be both a

are expressions with abundant meaning
4. To avoid summarizing humor into a list of key points

BTR
let say that of an author or a soccer player.
We can also see B, T, R, as simply three letters that can be arranged
meaning, and one of them is the name of my friend.
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compare a novel to a building, then the structure of the building and the
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That does not mean the experience of reading a novel is the same for every
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space through which the reader journeys should be carefully considered.
reader; each person may respond with different thoughts and feelings. A
good sense of dry humor can often remind us of such multiplicity. Words
placed in different contexts change in color and meaning. The person with
a dry sense of humor is often good at deconstructing words from unusual
angles. One can bring out rare usages of a phrase and reveal meanings
that are often overlooked. The process is like baking something to steam
out what is hidden inside. Perhaps jokes with dry humor should be called
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between art making and telling a hot joke: the artist strives to think outside
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themselves. In some cases, artists also encourage the participation of
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of normative contexts and leaves from for the viewer to make interpretations
viewers in creating a work’s meaning. There is an artwork by Li Liao called “Art
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a kind of illusory space detached from reality. In a sense, novels (or stories
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a piece of art is like reading a novel, in which the viewer enters an emptiness,

btr

btr

3. To be comfortable with dry wit

If we spell the name with capital letters

read together these words may manifest new collective meanings. Words
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ren (the man who plays soccer in Barcelona). Other interpretations include
bian tai ren (pervert), and bi ti ren (snot man).
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I could imagine that each letter, b, t, and r is an abbreviation of another
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1. To have a vast vocabulary

btr is spelled in lower case letters. When typing with a keyboard, all
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Here are a few key points to a dry sense of humor:

Hahaha
three letters are performed by the left hand.
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freedom; the bad thing is that one may not know into what sort of jar the
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In philosophy there is a theory called a brain in a jar that allows one to
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which he responded with a story:

our bodies. The good thing is of course the ability to think with boundless
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Dare Not Dare Not

during conversations I used the phrase rou shen
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I know a person with a great sense of dry wit. His name is btr. One time
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1. btr, “Post Garden ,” 2017
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in general) and artworks are the ancient predecessors of
virtual reality.
btr is both a writer and translator. Perhaps people know
him by his work as the Chinese translator for Paul Auster,
former editor for literature journal Chutzpah! , or author of

Taste of Cherry: Abbas Kiraostami on Film . btr loves to eat
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matches and not going to work. He is great at badminton
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and he eats well. He insists on watching European soccer
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touch with his friends. btr’s everyday life consists of going to
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badminton.
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In order to watch live broadcast of European soccer
matches, btr sleeps in the morning and wakes up at noon.
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yisi yisi (which means to make do). The term yisi may mean
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blog is petitemort, a french term that literally means small
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Around midnight everyday he updates his WeChat blog
many things, and it has many usages. The URL of this WeChat
death and generally refers to the idea of sexual climax.
As an avid follower of btr’s WeChat blog, I know he is
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good at playing language games, especially the kind that
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typically posts pairs of text and image, many of which he
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teases with the idea of written language and images. btr
has later published in his two books Mini and yisi yisi . These
paper, and on every page is a day of WeChat post. Mini
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can be seen as a compilation of mini novels, every novel is
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of images and text; a page of sketch drawing is coupled
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sensitivity to language and dry sense of humor.
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was invited by Ou Ning to participate in the literary section
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in btr’s writing (The output of contemporary art was also
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in art magazines; some of these writing read like exhibition
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increasing in China). Sometimes he also published writings
reviews, while others are more ambiguously intended. These
not immediately clear which parts are true and which parts
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are made up.
These novels (let me call them novels despite their brevity), cannot be
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art world perhaps stems from the rarity of authors who seriously write about
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are generally not taken seriously).
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art in a manner alternative to conventional art criticism (even though novels
In btr’s book, he writes in the preface: “These stories are inspired by
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an art exhibition at the Shanghai Ming Contemporary Art Museum titled
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difference between a piece of writing about xxx and writing inspired by xxx?
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‘Proposals to Surrender’ (curated by Biljana Ciric).” I wonder, is there a
Authors are often asked about their inspirations, as if no one believes that
there can be any creation out of the blue. btr’s writings about art can be

revelations of the story, followed by amendments, revisions, elaborations,
extensions, changes, and even subversions.” 1The artworks mentioned in his
novels are treated as material to be manipulated or reprocessed. In these
novels, art is just like any other usable material that he takes from his daily
life.
If I were an artist and I created a piece of work that is written in btr’s
novel, how would I perceive this novel, which embodies a shadow of my
work? This reminds me of Plato’s theory that our reality is perhaps mere
projections on a cave wall. Perhaps I would see btr’s novel in the same light
as any other novel?

btr

btr
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shorter than the short novels of Lydia Davis. yisi yisi consists
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Shen Linghao, “Spare Object”—Back
Garden Map (video still)
2017
Video installation, dimensions variable
Courtesy Frank F. Yang Art and Education
Foundation and the artist

art exhibitions, dining out, watching football, and playing
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the book Vagus Nerve . Recently, he has also translated The
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personal evaluations. The reference to Alice

painter and photographer create art by creating loops

in Wonderland in the title and ending of the

imbedded in loops. In "Mosaic Art," the glitch image

View of “Philippe Parreno: Synchronicity”
Rockbund Art Museum, Shanghai, 2017
Courtesy Rockbund Art Museum and the artist

of a broken subway screen is rearranged into a new
mosaic image, thus becoming an abstraction after an
abstraction. “Photography Show” is about a repeated
process of taking photos, printing, and scanning. From
reviews respond to the structure of an

my point of view, these examples probe the boundaries

artwork by the rhythm of his words. These

of art and demonstrate how art references itself. Like

words develop a labyrinth of language in

how words are used to describe words in dictionaries.

the form of an art image. Perhaps this is
one reason art appeals to people: we are
curious how writers and artists represent the
world and us. For this, btr’s art writings bring
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that revolves around the protagonist in the novel. If this
see the artist’s work as supporting material to assist in
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about exhibitions are not interested in mere
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interested in whether the subject of their

about a bus driver, Paterson, in Paterson City, who writes
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reviews of people and things; they are more

character building. To give a contestable example, the

Paterson,
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form of exhibition reviews, let us take for

writing can open any room for thought.

poetry during his repetitive and mundane daily life.
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example btr’s Synchronicity Travel Guide ,

Art should challenge the way we evaluate

Paterson loves the poetry of William Carlos Williams, who

a book that “reviews” Philippe Parreno’s
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is much loved by the director himself in reality. Paterson’s
reviewing exhibitions.

Art Museum. The guide borrows passages
from the writings by Parreno and curator

pave way for new methods of reviewing

Larys Frogier, just as an artist may borrow

exhibitions, btr in his novels also takes on the

readymade objects for. While the book

role of artist as he creates his own works in

appears to provide objective guidance

writing. In the series “Exhibiting small novels,”

to the show, it also includes the author’s

“Mosaic Art,” and “Photography Show,” a

For btr, art is his subject and their true authors are
left unmentioned. It is not important who, or what kind
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novels. btr’s novels are manifestations of himself, in
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The stories in his novels touch upon real works and
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new story. Can these novels, as a form of contemporary
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the form of novels? How is the illusion of truth created in
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tell stories so real that we almost believe them as true?
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exhibition "Synchronicity" at Rockbund

btr’s novels any different than conventional novels that
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Sergei Tcherepnin and Stefan Tcherepnin, Ten Tones: Inside and Outside
the Major-Minor , performance as part of “Proposals to Surrender,”
Shanghai Ming Contemporary Art Museum, 2017
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2. Decorative Newsfeeds is an art piece that displays news headlines
This is an image of the manual, which stipulates that artworks can be
re-created by association. To proceed, one must have access to a live
feed of news headlines and follow the instructions in the manual. The
resulting animation or automatic drawings should be displayed on a 16:9
monitor. The display area can be determined based on the exhibition
conditions.
Jon Thomson & Alison Craighead, 2006
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Art described in btr’s novels is very similar to

be made through oral communication and

how they appear in reality. How are these two

with the witness of lawyers and notary publics.
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representations similar? A lot of what we see

In a sense, collecting a piece of work means

as contemporary art today is conceptual and

collecting the method that dictates how the

for such kind of work, if we look past their visual

artwork appears. A successful collection means

appearance and materiality, their inherent

one has gained the ability to exhibit the work.

meaning are often subtle or ambiguous. This

Can we also say that the exhibition of a work
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is the same as the work itself? The works in
art become a art? (Let us set aside the situations
paper or by oral communication. Can we say
appearance.)
To answer this, let me ask another related

that the core of these works is their textual trace
which enables one to exhibit the work? If one
can read a art description and manifest the

鄄 < 荈 > 雩⡲⡲ㅷ涸䞔ⲃկ

is collected? The English artist duo Thomson

artwork in his/her mind, does this manifestation
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& Craighead for example, created a art

constitute a validation of the work itself? The

Decorative Newsfeeds 2 that runs on program

works of art in btr’s novels exist without the need
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Since the results of the algorithmic calculations

writing takes on the abstraction of a shared

and the format of the screen are factors that

image between all works of art. This abstraction

may change, the work needs a system in place

is supplemented by further elaboration to
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algorithms and presented on digital screen.

that dictates some rules for work. When the British
Council collected this piece of art, what they

works of art in btr’s novels truly exist and can

received was 25 pages of hand drawn diagrams

even be collected.

on paper and an art manual. Another example

How do we determine that a work of art

is Tino Seghal, who forbid any photography or

in a novel is an actual work of art, and not a

textual record of his work. Contracts for collecting

manifestation of the author? What makes a

his work and proposals for exhibition could only

work of art a work of art? Is there a manual

btr

btr
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The set of rules are as follows:
1. Select new headlines at random.
2. Select from the manual one of 24 preset sketch paths.
3. The selected headlines move according to the chosen path.
4. The direction to which the text path is moving should be random. But
the letters in the headline text should retain its original order.
5. The speed at which the text path is moving should be selected at
random from four preset speeds.
6. Calculate the time each headline takes from to enter and exit from
the screen. Choose at random a timeframe in which rule 1 to 5 are
repeated.
7. The display area should not show three headlines at one time.
8. Repeat without end this process.

with which things are made into art? Huang Yong Ping’s Large Turntable with

Four Wheels
select art proposals at random. Wang Yuyang #, developed by Wang Yuyang
and his fellow programmers, is a self-generating work that involves processing a
digital art archive with preset parameters.
Why does it matter whether the art in his novels is true or false? The writer often
speaks of Sophie Calle, an artist who engraves her own life and the lives of
others in her art. Sometimes artists who appear to be almost mad are those who
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what kind of brain that is exactly, or if we should call it a brain at all.
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case of btr, works of art are written with them. The works of art as expressed
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Pingyuan’s ghost stories, in which strange things happen to works of art. Artists
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Fundamentally, words are the medium that make up novels and, in the
in the medium of words services the novel itself. I am reminded of artist Lu
often appear as protagonists who encounter events not much different than

⡲⚥䧮⟌⛲䌢䌢腊溏ⵌ鵯猫➝✵

understood by insiders, his thrilling plotlines are easily relatable. “I’ll Show You

⢾㶩

tumor. During surgery, yellow oil paint drizzled from the wound. The doctor could

霉雿♸』鶣⛓ꢂ涸遤俒կ⚂溏⚙⚡

Some Color” is a story told by a doctor who speaks of a man with a growing
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reject the boundary between art and life. Does it matter if we are humans in

not explain these symptoms, but his patient had told him about a dream, in
which the patient visited a painting show of a friend who loves to make yellow
oil paintings. These paintings were so bright he could not open his eyes.
btr is interested in writing new and interesting novels, and art as a subject is

time, linguistic expressions affect us as sensitive beings. But that is whole other
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often published by art media as art criticism, and these reviews do provide
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btr’s semi-reviews and art reviews is that, for btr, the works of art and his words
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effective and professional commentary on works of art. The difference between

Perhaps this idea stems from Paul Auster, whose two works were translated
by btr, The Invention of Solitude and Winter Journal . These books can be
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Auster tells stories about himself and his family, he touches upon broader things
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general. Similary, in btr’s work, we often see this style of combining narrative with
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commentary. Here are two examples:

btr

btr
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on life. His books can be considered a collection of commentaries about life in

CUSշた蔄㔩㖑㕃ո 䎃
3.4. btr, “Post Garden ,” 2017
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Example 1
“As is a true garden: a garden on paper (grounded). Use abstract
symbols to label pavilions, courts, studies, galleries, ponds, halls, gardens,
Chamber, Houyue Hall, Tingyun Temple, Guanyun Peak, Xiuxiu Pavilion,
Building…These names are inspired by their surrounding landscape. To walk
in drawings of a garden, one can imagine places with words alone, such
that any realistic sketch would be unnecessary.”3
Example 2
“When we look again closely at the term houhuayuan , there is a gap
between hou (back) and huayuan (garden) and this gap suggests that
there can be (or should be) another way of understanding the connection
between hou and huayuan . Hou does not always mean ulterior, as is the
case when we say ‘Suzhou is the backyard of Shanghai’ or ‘The private
gardens in Shanghai are the backyards to the Concession area.’ Hou may
also refer to the passing of time, as in Houxiandai (Postmodern); or it can
mean ‘under’ as opposed to ‘above ground,’ ‘backstage’ as opposed to
‘on stage,’ ‘marginal’ as opposed to ‘central.’ My houhuayuan , as a map of

btr

btr

concrete and real.”4
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together words that are familiar and unfamiliar to readers. The combination
makes reading his work a rich experience with a feeling of lightness and
closeness.

familiar with him, the joy of encountering the same jokes repeatedly is like
one man alone. A good example would be “To point at the unnamed things
in the world.”

as he does for Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Synchonicity Travel Guide and Snow
White in “Geometry of Sentiments.”

btr often teases the trends of today, how we follow an excess of WeChat
texts and how we desire for wide readership (to treat words as mere objects
of consumption). He mocks himself by describing his WeChat account as
-1000, and the accounts he follows a -30 or -50. These are his own terms that
respond to a saying in mainstream media, a general goal to reach over

btr

btr

100000+ views.

CUS 衼շ㾝錢㼭㼭霹ո⚥涸շ勚㼷⯘涸剒た♧渹煂䌄ո
5. “Rilke’s Last Tape,” published in Exhibiting Short Novels
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btr is interested in exploring words as form. For example, he takes Chinese palindrome
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poetry, English palindromes, or words that form a certain phrase when read forwards and
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the text. Take Roman Signer, for example: his humurous actions are recorded in his mind as
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backwards; and develops long passages centered around a main event happening in

rewritten in the manner of Beckett’s rewinding performance in "Krapp’s Last Tape." Here is an
excerpt:
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Tiger,
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Swaying with the weather vane,
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Mist heading towards distant mountains.
(The sound of rewinding tape)
Mist towards distant mountains.
(The sound of rewinding tape)
Mist. 5
In writing a piece of criticism, I do not think my literary knowledge is enough to comment
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on the merit of btr’s novels from a literary standpoint. Nor do I not think it is suitable to speak
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his work as writing about art. As an art writer, I am not concerned with his unconventional
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Raising, holding, sending emails,

of his work from the angle of art writing. You may have sensed by now that I do not consider
association with art. After all, the art in his novels is always lively, witty, and so real as if it
existed in reality. Perhaps my editor would hope that this essay about btr can be considered
about how to classify btr’s work cannot affect the reader’s enjoyment of reading them.
Because of his work, exhibitions and artworks mentioned in his writings can also attract

匠ꢓ靀鵯❈騥⸓满霜䠑涸俒㶶ゅ⡎䡦⡹鵮尵䪾霜䠑溏䧭♧猫⤺孞կ

his work affect the art mentioned in his work? Does btr constrain readers from perceiving a
something often involves closing other possibilities. Regardless, please read these words with
kitsch. ( Translated by Sheryl Cheung )

btr

btr

